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KASE awarded business mass media representatives, who 
professionally covered the exchange market this year  

 

On December 4, Kazakhstan Stock Exchange (KASE) traditionally gathered mass media 
representatives to tenge sixteenth anniversary and express gratitude for their activities and 
proficiency. The festive event was held in InterСontinental Almaty the Ankara in Kazakhstan. 

Memorial diplomas and letters of commendations were awarded to: 

• journalist Tatyana Batischeva (the Expert Kazakhstan magazine) – in the nomination "For high 
proficiency"; 

• chief editor of the Kursiv newspaper Daniyar Bukanov – in the nomination "Progressive editor"; 

• journalist Vyacheslav Ploshai (for work in the Kursiv newspaper) – in the nomination "Year 
breakthrough"; 

• journalist Gulsum Kunelekova (the Focus newspaper) – in the nomination "For immediate 
response"; 

• journalist Dinara Shumarova (Personal money and Securities Market of Kazakhstan magazines) 
– in the nomination "For market popularization"; 

• production director of the program "The exchange sprint" Marina Sultanova (Khabar TV channel) 
– in the nomination "For professional approach"; 

• journalist Vladimir Bovkis (the program "The exchange sprint" of Khabar TV channel) – in the 
nomination "For professional approach"; 

• journalist Anar Kuanyshbekova (the Alash ainasy newspaper) – "Best Kazakh language 
journalist". 

In this year KASE awarded not only media representatives, but also the mass media: 

• the program "The exchange sprint" of Khabar TV channel – for the best television stock market 
project; 

• the Kursiv newspaper – for the unbiased coverage; 

• the Focus newspaper – as the urgent project; 

− Interfax-Kazakhstan Information Agency – for the quality and responsiveness. 

About twenty journalists, authors and editors of special and republican printed editions, television 
business program participated in the event. 

After the event solemn part journalists communicated with the KASE chief executives and ask 
questions. 


